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MULSANNE SPEED: EXQUISITE LUXURY
WITH DRIVING SATISFACTION


Created for customers who prefer to take the wheel themselves



State-of-the-art chassis technologies deliver world’s most refined
ride and effortless comfort



Line about power and torque



0-100 km/h time of just 4.9 seconds, and top speed of 305 km/h

Featuring a more powerful version of Bentley’s mighty 6¾-litre twin-turbo
V8 engine, the new Mulsanne Speed is truly tailored for the driver. With
537 PS (530 bhp), 1,100 Nm (811 lb.ft) of torque and selectable sports
suspension, the Speed combines outstanding driving satisfaction with
supreme comfort.
The Speed dispatches the sprint to 0-100 km/h time of just 4.9 seconds (060 mph in 4.8 seconds) and has a top speed of 190 mph (305 km/h) –
unrivalled figures in the ultra-luxury sector.
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The Mulsanne Speed features a series of uniquely assertive styling features
that mark it out as the high-performance pinnacle flagship. A dark tint finish
is applied to the exterior brightware, affording the Speed a more menacing
appearance. Exclusive 21” hand-finished ‘Speed’ alloys; dark tinted front and
rear lamps; rifled sports exhausts; and Speed fender badging highlight the
credentials of the world’s fastest ultra-luxury driving experience.
On the inside, the Speed benefits from a number of new features that
highlight its athletic, sporting abilities. A Mulliner Driving Specification
interior comes as standard, adding diamond-quilted seats, a knurled gear
lever, drilled alloy sport pedals and optional carbon fibre waist rail inserts.
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